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BROW HENNA TECHNICAL SUPPORT Q&A 

HOW DO I GET A LONGER LASTING SKIN STAIN WITH 
HENNA BROWS?

Your skin regenerates daily, so it is always difficult to say how 
long a henna skin stain is going to last on a certain skin type 
in the brow area as our skin varies from individual.

Some clients have oily skin and some clients have dry skin and 
these conditions can affect the longevity of the skin stain and 
make the skin more resistant to staining.

We say skin stain results can last anywhere from 2 – 14 days 
on the skin, using darker colours will give a more powerful 
and long-lasting skin stain. The darker colours such as 
the black and dark brown in the Elleebana range contain a 
higher percentage of indigo powder which helps to neutralise 
warmth and more powerful results. You can mix the darker 
pigments in with the lighter colours in the range e.g. 5% Black 
with 95% Blonde.

Leaving henna on for the full 20 – 30 mins can help give the 
best skin stain results. Always ensure the skin is thoroughly 
cleansed beforehand. You can also add layers of henna as it 
dries, some clients that have more resistant skin benefit from 
this type of application.

Lotions, sweat, hair products and anything else on the skin 
will be a barrier between the skin cells and henna causing a 
lighter henna stain. Make sure the skin is completely clean 
before applying henna. Wash the area with cleanser and 
Elleebana shampoo and please note: Self-tanning products, 
body butters, sunscreens and other really deep moisturisers 
can take a couple days to clear the skin cells. This may affect 
your henna stain.

Henna on the hair should last for weeks and there is a good 
market of clients that say they feel henna lasts longer on the 
hair than some permanent brow tints. Elleebana Henna also 
contains nutrients to help strengthen and nourish hair and 
eyebrows.

THE HENNA LEAVES A YELLOW STAIN OUTLINE 
AROUND THE BROW AREA, WHY IS THIS?

Skincare, moisturisers, sunscreen, spray tans can take a 
couple of days to leave the skin cells and these are usually the 
culprits for these issues. You must clean the skin as much as 
possible to increase your chance of having a better skin stain 
and long-lasting result on the hair.

DOES ELLEEBANA HENNA CONTAIN PPD?

Yes – most henna for eyebrows does contain a very small 
amount of P-Aminophenol, Phenylenediamine or Diamino-
phenoxyethanol, and some people can have sensitivities to 
these ingredients. Their purpose is to give the henna a faster 
processing time, neutralize the warmth and give a longer 
lasting result. Without these ingredients they will not process 
fast enough and there would be no point in having this as a 
beauty treatment in a salon. The service would take too long 
and the results would not be sufficient.

HOW IS HENNA DIFFERENT TO TINTING? 

Henna does not require an oxidising agent to penetrate the 
cortex and deposit colour. Instead it acts to coat the hair is the 
colour and it also smooths the outer layers of the hair giving a 
thicker and darker appearance. 

IS ELLEEBANA HENNA A NATURAL BASED PRODUCT?

Elleebana Brow Henna is 98% naturally derived products and 
does not contain any animal bi-products and it can also be 
classed as vegan. 

WHY DO I HAVE TO USE THE PH ACTIVATOR CAN’T I 
JUST USE WATER?

The purpose of using Elleebana aqua is to get better and 
longer lasting results on the hair. It also reduces irritation and 
supports skin. Elleebana aqua does contain wheat proteins to 
strengthen hair, if clients have a gluten intolerance then you 
can use distilled water with Elleebana henna as an alternative.

Using tap water can alter the PH level meaning inconsistent 
results and reduced retention.

WHY IS THE MIX RATIO OF ELLEEBANA HENNA SO 
IMPORTANT?

If your mix ratio is too thick or too runny you will struggle with 
your application and staining on the brow. 
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BROW HENNA TECHNICAL SUPPORT Q&A 

WHY IS ONE BROW DARKER THAN THE OTHER AFTER 
PROCESSING?

When you are applying your henna you may be taking too 
long to apply to the first brow before applying to the second 
and in this time your henna has started to process meaning 
that second brow misses out. 

Try working on both brows at the same time and applying 
in sections so arch to tail on the first brow, then arch to tail 
on the second brow. Then back to brow one for anchor to 
arch and anchor to arch on brow two. To try and even out the 
processing times over the two brows and ensure the product 
is developing roughly at the same or similar times for each 
eyebrow.

WHY DOES MY END RESULT SOMETIMES LOOK 
PATCHY?

This can be due to many things such as the skin pigment, 
damage in the brow area from over tweezing, brow dryness 
in some area, inconsistencies in the mix and application and 
processing times or removing the henna before the whole 
brow has had enough time to process.

CAN A PREGNANT WOMAN HAVE HENNA?

Yes, absolutely. We do recommend patch testing due to the 
increased levels of sensitivities. The client’s hair and skin 
also changes a lot during this time, meaning the client may 
experience different results.

CAN YOU HENNA OVER A FADED TATTOO BROW?

Yes, you certainly can, keeping in mind the colour of the 
previous tattoo may alter the colour of your henna results, 
also if your client wasn’t happy with the shaping of the tattoo 
this may difficult to alter the shape when using henna.

How do you know which processing time to use? 15-25mins?

Processing times will vary from person to person and you will 
need to customise your times for every client to ensure the 
best results. With every new client it is crucial to have a very 
in-depth consult and then mark the results in the client record 
card.

CAN I LEAVE THE HENNA ON MY CLIENT’S BROWS TO 
RINSE OFF AT HOME?

Always check with your insurance about leaving product 
on a client to remove themselves. Oily skin is a factor for all 
henna and always making sure the brow is prepared properly 
is mandatory. 

HOW DO I COVER GREYS?

Henna covers greys well due to the henna coating the hair 
shaft rather than penetrating into the hair like regular tint. 
If you find the lighter colours aren’t colouring aren’t giving 
enough coverage and you don’t want to risk going too dark 
you can spot colour the greys- for example instead of applying 
the henna through the whole brow you can apply it just to the 
greys and leave it for longer.

TIPS AND TRICKS FOR APPLICATION

Some great tips try out to assist with skin staining and better 
retention. 

• Layer the henna, you can do this technique multiple 
times until you have achieved the desired results

• Double shampoo the brows to thoroughly cleanse

• You can use an alcohol wipe on the skin to help 
cleanse very oily skin types

• Leaving the henna to process for longer

• Avoid using any serums, lotions, cleansers, or product 
around the brow area for at least 48 hours (the longer 
the better) 

• Adding 10% black to your mixes will assist with colour 
depth, skin stain and to neutralise warmth 

POPULAR COLOUR MIXES:

• 90% Light Brown 10% Black = Ash blonde

• 50% Light Brown 50% Dark Brow = Medium cool brown

• 50% Natural Brown 50% Dark Brow = Ultimate Mid brown

• 75% Dark Brown 25% Black = Deep cool brown

• 50% Golden Brown 50% Dark Brown = Mid warm Brown

HOW TO ACHIEVE THE PERFECT OMBRE

There are a few different options here. You can use two 
colours, you can apply to the arch and ends with a darker 
colour then apply a lighter colour to the front of the brow. Or 
you can apply the chosen colour/colours to the whole brow 
and using a spooly/mascara wand gently brush away some of 
the henna from the front section to lighten and fade the front 
section to create an ombre effect.


